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nie nost severe limits to social ecological .explanations are seen to originate 
from inadequacies of the theory. Two types of limits are discussed. 
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1) Limits due to incarparable or missing data. _ . 
It is suggested to use theoretical nodels to--15r ldge the gaps between the dat.a one 
actually has and those one ought to have had. 
2) Limits due to faulty definition of tmits and missing connections anong differ
ent levels of units. 
It is· suggested that actor-units must be included in order to construct links 
petween different levels in a way furthering both the understanding of energent 
properties and the understanding of feedback effects. . The distinction bet:ween ac
tor-units and non-acto:r-units are seen to facilitate the understanding of system 
dynamics at different levels. 

INI'OODOCTION 

In corrparative research as elsewhere the inp:>rtant word is research. 'lhe "catl"'> 

parative" part just indicates one way of doing the research. It may be that the 
.. · canplexity of the world and the forever changing conjunctures of histo:i:y put .. 
~;,: (''Y1· : 1out of reach anything but ini::6mplete and fragrrentecLwebs · of understanding. But· 
· · the goal is with us: to ·unravel and master the forces shaping us and oursacie-

1 ties. We want to build a rrodel of the world Which will help mankind becoma 
master of its destiny. . . :. 

One thread in this web is labeled social ecological theo:ry •· Every so often our 
separate small projects run across this one. Sorretirres we even make it an anchor 
for directing our cwn threads of reasoning. But do we really kna..r it? Do we 
knew its strength or its weak parts? 

Th~ central problem of social ecological theory is to understand hCM a population 
. organizes itself in adapting to a constantly changing yet restricting environment .. 
nie "ecological ccmplex" (Duncan 1959) of population, or ganization, technolagy and 
environrrent are the main variables used in the studies of growth and developrent 
of social systems. A social ecological explanation in ccmparati ve research will . 
thus be concerned with the variation in the interrelatl.ons . arrong the . variables 
of the ecological complex._ Differences in develoµrent are then explained by dif
ferences in the interrelations of variables in the ccrcplex ~ What are the limits 
of such explanations? · · 

Before we go into this problem a note on what is rreant by "Limits" seems in order. :-· 
Usually, limits may not be overstepped without suffering s~ kind of sanctions. 
The limits of scientific explanations are no exception to this. At best the theo:ry 
will not support out staterrents, at worst we are talking nonsense . But fran that 
it does not follcw that we shall take care to stay within the limits p:>sed by 
the present theory. Theories are there for us to work on so that our explanations 
stay within the limits of the theory and yet are explanations of the phenarena of 
interest. 

Social ecological theory as it stands today (Hawley 1971, Berry & Kasarda 1977) 
encounters limits to its explanatory pa.ver at several points. But the way to treat 
these limits is not to resign from the effort to explainr but to rewo:rk the theo:ry, 
to reinforce or replace its weak. parts so that the .present limits may be overcorre, 
circumvented . or noved further CMay. · 
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If this is taken to be the aim, we still have the problem of identifying eY.actly 
what and where the limits of social ecological theory are. One well-tried way of 
finding such limit.$ is to overstep them. Not-baving done much of that, I shall 
comrent on s6rre of the nore established limits. 

LIMITS DUE 'IO DATA 

Comparative research will today scxmer or later - usually sooner - run into 
problems of obt.ain.i.ng canparable data. 'Ihe standard way of treating this problem 
is to do sorrething else. Sorre face the problem squarely and organize efforts to 
produce comparable data. A third way which should not be overlooked is to use theo
retical rrodels to bridge the gaps where data are missing. 'Ihe study of factorial 
ecology will for instance point to the p:>ssibilitY of multiple ways of defining 
indexes of ecological structure (Hamn 1978) and ffi.3.ybe lists of equivalent indica- · 
tars which in specific circurnstarices may substitu'7: for each other. · 

. .. . .>----
Another possiblity is to Use rrodels to compute a desired item,if infonnation 
linked to it by theory is available. Dem::>graphic research may here provide ex
arrples (Keyfitz 1977). 

L.~MI~ DUE 'IO THE OIOICE OF UNIT OF Ai.'JALYSIS 

T ) choice of unit of analysis must be done with regard to the problems one wants 
· to investigate ana · according to the theory as . it is established. What then · is the 
appropriate unit for the study of urban developrrent within social ·ecological theo-· 
ry? . 

'lb take for granted that it is the city, the urban area or the metropolitan region 
or sorre variation of this possibility is exactly what urban research usually has 
done. But what is"developrrent", exactly what is this urban entitywhich "devel
-Ops" and ho.-1 does it "develop"? Is the city to be likened with a · self-contained · 

.. rational actor which develops in the sarre sense a human develops? Or is it rrore 
;:it;~~ · ~w; re:.compared with the developrre.11t of a natural· ecological system?· · In ~ other -words, 

· is the unit of analysis a non-·actor system1or an actor.:.,;.system? Social ecological · 
.theory does not indicate that this is a .theoretical problem whose solution irn- · 
pose limits on the possible e>..planation. Exactly the sarre problem is encountered 
in cross-national research on develo~t. · · · · · 

~ centrnl· C011Cept of the social ecological theory of developrrent is "ecological _ex
pansion". Hawley (1950) and Duncari (1964) discuss societal evolution in a waY in~ .· 
dicating they think of industrial civilization as the unit which develops. But 
i· pawley· (1979) the tmit which develops is just referred to as a societal system. 
S!.Lcvky & Bell (1955) discuss developrrent with reference to a concept of increasing 

. scale of a society. For them, as for rrost .of the students of developrrent during 
the fifthies and sixthies, the natural unit for the .study of develop-rent seeired to 
be the nation-state. But what kind of unit is a nation-:-state? A state is clearly 
an actor with certin resµ:msibilities for a scx::iety. A nation is usually thought 
to be a fOpulation with a -corrrron culture. It is clearly a non-actor system . . Only 
rarely will one find coincidence of the boundaries of resporisibility for a state 
and the bounchries of a culture. 
The various processes generat.fr1g -.;m.at \Ve call develciprrent, must in s6cial systems 
have actors as executing agents. So what is it that generates the developnent of 
a nation-state? Is it the activities of the individual actors of· a culture or the 

1 A system is always cortlp)sed of actors. An actor system is a system so or9an
. ized that. the · syst~Ti as a: whole nuy be called an actor . 
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activities of the system of state-actors?· Posed this way the answer is ob
viously t:ru;it they l::oth affect the developrrent of the nation-state. But until 
Wallerstein (1974; see also 'Wallerste-in 1979, 1980; Chirot 1977,and Breiger 
1981) published his investigation into the dynamic of the w;:)rld system of 
states and large scale business enterprises, the implications for sociologi
cal theory of the marxist critique of :rrainstrearn theories of developrent seem
ed rcostly unnoticed or ignored. Since then the problems of multilevel systems 
with different kinds of actors have croPfed up everywhere. In. order to con
tribute to the understanding of the developrrent of different social systems al
so social ecological theory nn.ist expand its scope to include nu.tl.tiple levels, _ 
different kinds of acti:>rs and systems, as ~11 as specifications of how effects 
can be traced across levels, across .system boundaries and how these effects 

· are related tO different types of actors. A beginning might be to recognize 
that social ecological theory as it stands today applies only to non-actor 

. systems where there is oo single actor or coalition of actors with any resf(>n-· · 
sibility for the system as a whole (like states have resp::msibility for the 
society within their bo\Jndaries). This at least seems to be one possible inter
pretation of Hawley' s (1979) speculations on the utility of an evolution .rrodel 
for the explanation of CUITUllative change. 
In order to attack the p:rpblems connected with the duality of state and socie
ty (or nation) or at another level the duality of incorp:>rated city and netro
politan region, the population and organization variables need to be refined by 
distinguishing anong a population of hurran actors, a population of system 
responsible actors and a population of other incorporated actors ·(other than 
system responsible) .. The organization variable rrust differentiate between the 
organization of non-actor systems and the organization.of actor Systems. 
Both for non-actor systems and for actor systems of the various types of popu-

. lations there will be levels of systems. F.ach hierarchy of levels can be sum- · 
marized as follows: · 

'• .. ::!: . .. . ... ·'1":'. · 

Type of system 
organization 

Non-actor systems of 

Type of popu
lation 

level 
Ehvironrnent 

Units of 
analysis 

Agents of · 
iritemal 
processes 
of the unit 
of analysis 

System respon
sible actors 

W:>rld systems 
-of states 
-of cultures 
-of multi-

nationals 

.Society 

All actors 
which are 
legitimate 
members of 
the society 

Organization Hunan 
actors actors 

Society Society 

Market Social · 
netw:>rk 

All actors Human 
which are actors 
able to 
participate 
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Type of system 
organization 

Type of 
. p:>pulation 

IevelEnvi..ronrrent 

Unit of 
analysis 

Agents of 
internal 
processes 
of the unit 
of analysis . 

Ac tor systems of 

System resµm- . Organization Hurren 
sible actors actors act.Ors 

WJrld systems 
- of .. states 
- of cultures 
- of multi-

nationals· 
. State 

!Deal system · 
resp:msible 
actors and . 
elected 
representatives 
from other 

· p:>pulations 

World systems 
- of states . 
- of cultures 

. - of multi-
national 

Multi.;,..natio
nil~ organi- · 
zatl.O~ _ __...f . 

Merrber·-
organiza
tions 

Society · 

· .Organiza
tion 

Human 
actors 

If we from here return to the problem of doing comparative research on urban 
develq~t, the problem must be restates as having to do with how technology 

, and envi..ronrrent detenidne the pararre.ters shaping the internal spatial dis- . 
tJ:::ibution of the rrember actors of a society ahd their acivities., From an 

.applied {X>int of view the nost interesting· aspeet lies· in the p:>ssible degrees 
· -· of freedom · the system resp:>n5ible actors . of. a soci.ety _ (the state, the cities 

~;,-i:;.>~'a.fid mtinicipalities) have. for influencing the intemaLspatial distr.ij)l1tion of 
· actors given the externally determined parameters. The appropriate llllft for 

doing applied cc:.inparative urban research \o;Duld then be soeieties \ffiere vari
ations in externally detennined pararreters might be used as controls in the 
assessment of the efficiency of various efforts of system :i::'esi_:onsible actors 
to influence the ·characteristics of the Urban regions within their societies. 
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